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It seems it doesn't parse the HTML A: After some trial and error I've figured
out this won't work as expected. The issue is that your HTML file (everything
inside tags) is in Latin1 encoding. Therefore, all the English characters you've

provided are being considered as part of the encoded string. PHP has a
function setlocale, in order to set the default locale for the host machine. You

can set it to English so that the string won't be parsed as latin1. If you're using
Windows, run this command: setlocale(LC_ALL, "en_US.utf8"); The default

locale is usually en_US.utf8, but sometimes it's the other way around. There's
a nice file available at where you can find all the available locales. For Linux,

try export LANG=en_US.utf8 (you can find a list of the available locales at
Then PHP should successfully parse the string. For Mac, try setting NSLocale to

english-US instead of en_US.utf8. Or, (most likely) use the English Mac
localisation in Mail, Safari etc. See for more details. This won't change the file
encoding, but it will solve your issue. Now you can safely parse the HTML like
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